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1. Introduction 
The multiple uses of energy in induslry cnd in households 
result in 0 rigid correlotion between energy consumption cnd 
the gross nolional product. The long-term avaitabitity of 
energy resources is therefore one of the basic precond il ions 
for econo mic policies aimed 01 inc reasing Ihe gron notional 
producl or 01 hold ing il cooslonl, 

The energy resources which we hove been using so for ori
ginale primarily in solor rad iotion. The fonil fuels mineral 
o il, cool cnd nolurol g05, which jointly cover more Ihon 90' /. 
of the current power consumption throughout the world 
(8000 million tons cool equivalent per year), were formed by 
pnotosyntnes is. Tne formation times of these energy resour· 
ces w~r~ of tne ord~r of millions of years, wnereos we are 
consuming them at on incommensurably faster rate. This 
means that tne still ava ilable fouil energy resourc~s may 
become exhausted within a few decodes. 
Edensive model stud ies (1J hove shown that, owing to the 
high development level already ach ieved, nuclear energy is 
the only source of energy capable of replacing mineral oil 
ond natural gas to a sufficient extent. This means, nowever, 
Ihol tne utilisation of other primary energy resources, and 
Ihe development of new technological means for this utili· 
sation, can no longer be motivated by on increasing general 
shortage of energy. This utilisation and this development will 
only be justified in future if tney fulfil one or more of the 
following preconditions : 
- possibility of economic utilisation, 
- reduction of the lood on the environment, 
- increase in regional security of supply. 
It is against this bad:ground that we sholl discuss below the 
impartance of geothermal energy, of tidal, wind, wove and 
glocier energy and of the heat stored in the oceans as poten
tial energy supply sources for the future. Owing to the paul 
city of current knowledge in these areas, we are able to 
present here only very preliminary opinions and estimates. 
A more firmly based onenmenl of these energy resources 
will only be pouible after the completion of a study recently 
commissioned by the Federal Ministry for Research and 
Technology (BMFT), on which we are engoged 01 present. 

1. Energy ftow-chart of the Earth 
The energy resources available for human use can be clas· 
sified as follows: 
oj the chemical and nuclear energy stored in the outer port 

of the lithosphere and in the oceans; 
b) the energy flow reaching the Earth from space, chiefly in 

the form of continuous radiation of the Sun; 
c) the kinetic energy of the Earth and Moon; 
dJ the thermal energy of the interior of the Earth. 
These energy sources and the energy flows which they couse 
on Earth are illustrated schematically in fig . 1. 
The solar power radiated to the Earth amounts to 1 ,l8x 1 O''M 
and i. by for the largest continuous regenerative energy 
source on Earth. The energy rad ia ted by the Sun to the Earth 
is obout 24000 times as large as the current wOtldwide power 
con.umption. About 33 ", of this energy is reflected bad: 
into space directly by the atmosphere, and a further ,(5". 
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is rodioted inlo space by the Eortn surface in the form of 
heat. The remaining port is consumed mainly in maintaining 
the woler circulation cycle and tne atmospheric and oceanic 
currents. Only about 1'/ .. of the solar energy radiated to the 
Earth is converted info chemical energy by photosynthesis. 
The energy flows caused by the tides and by geothermal 
energy are smailer Ihon the solar radiation energy by factors 
of over lOt and over I ()I respectively. 

3. Geothermal energy 
Geotnermal energy, known since antiquity, is 01 present in· 
creasingly the subiect of discussions and studies. For ex· 
ample, on international research group under American 
leadership is trying to promote the development of small 
geothermal power stations in the rating range from 500 to 
3500 kW with the dual aim of 
- supplying electric power 10 remole areas normally cut off 

from the rest of the world, and 
- improving regional security of supply 12] . 
Japan is a lso trying to develop ils geothermal energy reo 
sources, also in order 10 improve security of supply 13] . 
Geotherma l energy sources are usually found in volcanic areas 
where the magma comes close to Ihe surface of the Earth. 
Geologica l conditions favourable for a geothermal energy 
source (fig. 2) are found when the magma inclusion is en
closed in water-impermeable rode surrounded by porous 
rod:, with a further semi·permeable layer on top. In such 
cases water which hod earlier percolated into the porous 
rod: becomes superheated by the heat from the magma. If 
such a reservoir filled with superheated water and steam 
finds on outlet tothe surface through a natural vent or 0 man· 
mode borehole, steam under high pressure will escape and 
con be used as a source of energy. 
The total potential of geothermol energy on Earth, down to 
a d~pth of 10 km, is esti mated at 111 000 TWh [4] . At a con
version factor of 0,25 this energy store would be sufficient to 
generate 28000TWh of electric power. Assuming on ex
ploitation time of SOyeors, Ihi. would require on overage 
installed electric power plant capacity of 64 GW. According 
to American proponents of geothermol power, however, the 
known geothermal energy resource. can be substantially in
creased by systematic exploration. In the Federal Republic 
of Germany the BMFT has commissioned the Federal Geo
logical Research Establishment in Hannover to prepare stud
ie. for the utilisation of geothermal energy in West Germany. 

fig . 1, En''i f flow-dIort of ,,,- Eorth, 0«. to [21 
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Possible exploitation regions ore shown in Fig. 3 IS]. A sum
mary of the existing geothermal electric power generaling 
copacities throughout the world is shown in Table 1 [6]. 

The sources available for geothermal power plants con b. 
clossified in three groups: 
- dry steom sources, 
- wet steam sources, 
- hot water sovrces. 
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The steam flowing out of a dry steam source can be used 
directly for driving turbines. Typical data for such a power 
plant are summarised in Table 2 (7) . These data relate to an 
existing plant in larderello in Tuscany, Holy. This is the loco· 
tion ..... here the first geothermal power plant in the world was 
commissioned in 19Q.4. Owing to the sleam condition of only 
207 cC and 5 ata, which is quite poor by modern power plant 
standards, the overall efficiency faclor of the plant is only 
15'/, . 

In ..... el steam sources the ..... ater is contained in the under· 
ground reservoir in liquid form. under pressure, 01 tempera
tures of the order of 180 to 370 cc. As the ..... ater flows out 
upwards it is converted into a water·and ·steam mixture with 
some 10 to 20'/. of steam by ..... eight. The steam is used to 
drive a turbine. Various uses have been suggested for the hot 
..... ater. e.g., heating and air·conditioning or generation of 
drinking ..... ater. Owing to the transportation problems in· 
valved, these uti lisation possibilities can only be of very 
limited regional importance. 
The hot water sources offer the technically least favourable 
possibilities of utilisation of geothermal energy, The water 
flows out under atmospheric pressure and at a temperature 
of between 50 and 80 0c. This water cannot be used directly 
to drive a turbine. although various indired utilisation meth· 
ods are possible in principle. For example. the working me
dium could be a liquid with a low boiling point. such as freon 
or isobutane. heated by the hal water in a heat exchanger. 
Solutions of this kind, however. are hardly relevant from the 
practical point of view because of the low efficiency factor 
and of the high cosls involved. 
A suggested novel method for the exploitation of geo
thermal energy is based on using hot rode. at a temperature 
of about 300 "C, for heating water. With this method it is 
proposed to drive two parallel boreholes. close to each other, 
into on appropriate layer of hot porous rock. Water under 
pressure could then be pumped down one borehole and 
would return to the surface through the second borehole in 
the form of steam. If this method proves to be practicable it 
would make it possible to exploit geothermal sites which 
have no natural reservoirs of water. 
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Table 3 ]8J shows that the costs of electric power generoted 
from geothermal energy ore quite low. The power generotion 
costs in conventional power plants range from 1,8t03,5 pfen
nigs per kWh. Such direct comporisons, however, may be 
mislead ing for various re050ns. Firstly, the power generation 
costs drop with increosing power unit size; this fodor is in 
favour of foss il-fuel -fired and of nuclear power plonts. Sec
ondly, these latter power plants can be sited at convenient 
locations, whereas the location of a geothermal power plant 
is dictated by the loca tion of the energy source; this will 
usually result in higher power transmission cosls. Thirdly, 
geothermal power plants present certain environmental prob
lems, discussed below, the elimination of which may be quile 
expensive in relation to the amount of electric power gen
erated by such plants. 

In considering the environmental consequences of exploita
tion of geothermal energy the following points should be 
borne in mind : 

- The low efficiency factor results in a high rate of dumping 
waste heat into the environment. 

- The steam flowing out of geothermal sources contains 
chemical and solid state impurities which couse not only 
corrosion problems but also environmental problems. 

- The steam condensate contains various proportions of sul
fur, ammonia and boron; this condensate cannot be re
leased into surface waters without cleaning because these 
substances are poisonous for fish and/or plants. 

- The hydrogen sulfide contained in the steam creates on 
obnoxious smell in the environment. 

- long-term withdrawal of water from underground reser
voiTS may result in subsidences. 
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The solution of these environmental problems requires in
stallation of appropriate cleaning fac il ities. It may be neces
sary to pump the liquid wasles bock into the underground 
reservoir. If this bock-pumping proves to be practicable it 
might 0150 solve the subsidence problem mentioned above. 

... Tidal enerBY 

Tidal energy, like solar energy, is a permanent source of 
energy. 

Utilisation of tidal energy is based on closing off natural 
coostline boys with dams, thus creating pools the water level 
in which differs from that on the seaward side of the dam. 

This water level difference can be used to drive woler tur
bines as the tide flows in and also as it flows out. The energy 
that can theoretically be gained by this method is estimated 
to range from 2,6 to 3,OTW. This role of energy dissipotion 
corresponds to about 4O e/. of the current worldwide rate of 
power consumption. The possibilities of practical exploitation 
of tidal energy, however, depend on a large and constant 
tidal range. The condition of constancy cannot be satisfied 
owing to the perturbing influence of the sun. The magnitude 
of the tidal range, on the other hand, depends on locol geo
graphical conditions, in particula r, on the area and the 
depth of the bosin considered and on the width of the inlet 
opening. Under favourable conditions which, however, are 
found only at a few locations on Earth, the spring tide range 
may exceed 15 m, ~hereos in the open sea the tidal range 
is usually less than 1 metre. 

Table" {9, 101 lisls the most favourable locations for the ex
ploitation of tidal energy, their power genero,;on potential 
and the possible yearly power generation. The total power 
generation potential at these locations, amounting to about 
6-4 GW anuming full utilisation, is only about 015·/. of the 
c:urrent worldwide rate of power consumption. 

Although large tidal power plant projects have been dis
cuued on and off for some 50 years, the first tidal power 
plant was only commissioned in 1966 in the Rance estuary in 
Fronc:e. The tidal range at this location v.ories between 3..3 
and 13,5 m, overage 8,4 m. The plant has on installed capac
ity of 240 MW, scheduled for extension to 320MW. 

The mode of operation of a tidal power plant is illustrated 
in Fig. " (11). The hatched areas show the diffe rence in water 
levels inside and outside the dam. It is typical of a tidal 
power plant that power generalion is interrupted twice doily 
despite pumping reg ime operation. Moreover, the overage 
duration of tides is not 12 hours but 12 hours and 2S minutes. 
As a result, the period during whidl power generation is 
interrupted is sh ifted by 50 minutes per day and therefore 
coincides at times with peak load periods. This is a serious 
drawback of tidal power plants. 
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Considered overall. the potential of exploitable lidal energy 
is 100 small to be of significonce for the worldwide power 
needs. This opplies particulorly to West Germany because 
of the smolltidal ranges along the German coosls. 

S. Wind eneriY 
A small port of Ihe energy radiated by Ihe Sun to the Earlh 
is converted into kinetic energy of the atmosphere. The data 
on the exploitable wind energy potential vary considerably. 
For the USA the maximum electric power generat ion by wind 
power ,Iation:l i:l c:llimoted otl ,Sx lO"TWhla. This is about 
7.s' ·, of the current power consumption rate in the USA. 
The technical implementation suggestions range from small 
facilit ies down to 100 kW to large wind power plants up 10 
several GW. depending on whether the proiects are aimed at 
local or at general needs. The main problems affecting the 
economics of wind energy exploitation are posed by : 
- the low energy density. and 
- the temporal fluctuations of the wind intensity. 
The first problem can be portly overcome by on appropriate 
choice of location of a wind power station. i.e .• geographic 
location. natural high points. man-mode towers, etc. The 
choice of local ion can also improve to some exlent the 
steadiness of the available wind power, but a large port of 
Ihe natural wind fluctuotions will slill hove to be accom
modated by storage facil ities and olher design means. The 
studies carried out so for indicate, however, that utilisation 
of wind energy is technically feasible 112J. Recent develop
ments in the areas of control. rolor design (gloss fibre) and 
tower construction open possibilities of Konomically com
petitive power generation. For example. Golding estimates 
that the power generation costs of a British 50 kW wind 
power plant will amount to only 1.5 pfennigs per kWh (13) . 

Such dato, however, depend decisively on the kind. size ond 
location of the power plant and afe not necessarily valid for 
West German conditions. 
Exploitation of wind energy seems to entail no detrimental 
effects on the environment. The main problem seems to be 
the integration of the irregular conlribution by the wind into 
the power supply system. 

6. Wan energy 
Wove energy is another indirect form of solar energy. The 
combined action of wind and solar radiation on the sea 
surface couse, wove, with a period of a few seconds and of 
varying amplitudes_ These amplitudes ore generolly too small 
for the direct utilisation of this kinetic energy. For the gen-
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eration of e lectric ~ower , therefore. the lorge-volume low· 
amplitude wove motion is converted into a high-head small · 
volume flow which mokes it pou ible to drive a water turbine 
with reosonably small dimens ions. This can be done on the 
hydraulic rom principle. with a large area piston driving a 
small orea piston, thus amplifying the pressure in the ralio 
of the two piston oreas. The working medium on both sides 
is water. The periodic wove energy fluctuat ions on the pri_ 
mary side can be compensated by appropriate buffering 
capacity on the secondary side. Ihus making it possible to 
run a lurbine on a quosi-sleody regime. According to esti
mates by H. Kayser [1.4J a wove power generator of 2 m 
diameter. driven by waves of a mean amplitude of 2,5 m and 
a period of 7 seconds, can generate about 1 kW of eleelric 
power at on assumed overall efficiency foelor of 70" , (Fig. 7). 

Another possibility of exploitotion of wove motion is 
prelented by surf on beaches. In this inslance also a hydraulic 
intensifer is required to boost the low pressure difference. 
The surf impinges on a flexible membrane and the pressure 
surge i, transmitted to a second medium. A surf generator 
developed in the USA is said to be capable of generating 
about 22 MW eleelric power over a length of beach of 1 mile 
and a wove height of 1.35 m, increasing to 147 MW for a 
wove height of 3,3 m. 

7. Ocean heat 
The ocean, are one of the lorgest storage reservoirs of solar 
energy. Zener 115) estimates that the energy stored in the 
tropical oceans olone would be sufficient to supply the world 
population of 6000 million people onticipat~ in the yeor 2000 
with power at the lome per capito rate as that consumed in 
the USA in the yeor 1970. These estimates are hosed on a 
cyclic process using oS working medium ammonia or some 
other appropriate liquid with a low boiling point, such as 
freon or butane (fig. 5). Th, cycle would utilise a temperature 
differential of about 20 K. with the working medium being 
healed to oboul25 °C by the worm surface water. 
The partial components of such on oceanic thermal power 
plont are sufficiently well known. Economic difficulties arise, 
however. because of the very low Cornot efficiency factor of 
only 3,3", [lS) . The flow role of seawater through the evop-
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orators of a 100 MW power plant would have to be of the 
order of 700 m'ls [16]. Assuming a judicious choice of loca
tion, part of the kinetic energy required to maintain this flow 
could be supplied directly by oceanic currents, but this would 
certainly resul t in problems of anchoring the plant. Whatever 
the answer, the solution of these problems entails increased 
power plant costs. Optimistic estimates, based on a buoy
like arrangement of evaporators, turbine and condensers 
(Fig.6) and anchoring the system in 60 m depth (pressu re 
equilibration] result in total power casts of about I pfennig 
per kWh [l7J. This, however, does not take into account the 
costs of transmitting this power to the consumers. 

The problem of power transmission is the most important 
obstacle to economic e)(ploitolian of oceanic heat on a large 
scale. Consideration should also be given to the conse
quences . of cooling the superficial and heating the deeper 
water layers. The cyclic process described above, however, is 
only one of several possibilities of e)(ploiting oceanic heat. 
For example, a study should be carried out on whether 
oceanic heat can be used for desalination in on open sea
water cycle. 

8_ Glacier energy 

Aboul 1 . ... of the lotol quantity of water on Earth is stored 
in the form of ice in the polar regions and on high mountains. 
Disregarding the large polar ice masses, most of the remain
ing ice is found 01 considerable altitudes above sea level. 
This bound water is thus a store of potential energy, also 
originating in solar energy. 

The use of the energy of melt water has been limited so for 
10 local ions in moderate climatic zones suitable for the con
struction of hydroelectric power stations. Concepts have also 
been put forward, however, envisaging collection of melt 
water in natural or artificial retention pools on the surface 
of glaciers. H. Stauber \18] has suggested this method for 
glacier power plants in Greenland. Greenland is suitable for 
the operation of glacier power plants because of its massive 
glaciers located at high altitudes (up to 3000 m) above sea 
level. The melt water forming in the summer months would be 
collected, by means of on edensive system of canals, in 
retention pools artificially formed on the surface of the 
glaciers. From there the water would flow to power stations 
located on the coost. S'ouber estimates that by using only 
the yearly precipitation, i.e., without depleting the glacier 
reserves, it would be possible to generate in 10 large glacier 
power dotions between 900 and 1800TWh per year, i.e., 
about 1,4 to 2,8", of Ihe current worldwide power consump
tion. This pOwer would then have 10 be transported to Europe 
or to North America over a distance of about 2500 km. 

9. Solar energy 

The discussion presented below is concerned mainly with 
new methods for the conversion of solar energy on an indus
trial scale. for this reason this discussion is not concerned 
with conventional uses of solar energy, e.g., for heating water 
or for desalination, or with recent work on photosynthesis. 

The biological photosynthesis rate is too low for industrial 
uses. 

The methods for the conversion of solar energy, discussed 
at present in the literature, include 

- photo-electric methods, 

- thermal methods. 
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The most important component of systems for the photo
electric conversion of solar energy is Ihe solar cell the reli
ability and functional capability of which have been proven 
over many years in space technology. The efficiency factors 
already achieved are of the order of 10'/" the theoretical 
limit is about 25'/, . 

The fundamental problems involved in industrial utilisation 
of solar energy can best be illustrated by considering Ihe 
following hypothetical power plant concept: 

A power plant with an electric power rating of l000MW is 
to be built in an equatorial desert zonewherelheyearly mean 
solar energy flux density is 320 Wm-2 (Ihe yearly mean value 
for the Earth is 157 Wm-!). Assuming on efficiency foetor of 
the solar cells of 10'/., the colledor surface area required is 
31,25 km!. If the power output of 1000MW is to be supplied 
continuously, then gigantic power storage facilities are re
quired for smoothing out diurnal variations and bridging over 
cloudy periods. 

This shows that a solar cell power station would require 
- a large surface area, 

- large capacity power slorage facilities. 

Quite aport from the technical problems involved, this would 
entail enormous investment costs; for example, the cost of 
Ihe solar cells alone is estimated at 13000 dollars per mr 

[19, 20]. In addition, an equatorial location would entail 
transport of the generated power over thousands of kilo
meters to the main consumption centres. 

The day/night cycle and the low solar energy flux density 
on the surface of the Earth leod to the concept of extra
terrestrial exploitation of solar energy by installing a solar 
energy converter in a geostalionary orbit (Fig. 8). The electric 
power generated in the colledors is converted into micro
waves which are beamed to the Earth by directional anten
nas. Auuming on overall efficiency factor of 2,6 '/1, a plant 
with on electric power roling of 5 GW would require a col
lector surface area of 51 kmt • 

-
•• 

Fig. S: P,incipl. of ulro-I .... slriol uploilolion 01 solo, ,n'''gy. 1 Rec.iv
ing onl,nno; 2 Solo •• ".'(lV (oll.do,; 3 Microwov. onl.nno; • Conlrol 
ololion, SWa", h..at rtldioto,; 6Cooling d.vie.; 7EIe-ct,ic po .... , frond., lin. 
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Another concept for the utilisation of solar energy. based on 
heat. has been put forward by A. 8. Meinel (211. For this can· 
cept to be practicable economically it is necessary to achieve 
a high efficiency factor in Ihe conversion of radiation energy 
inlo high lemperature heot. Meinel Iherefore proposes a 
selective surface absorbing short·wove solar radiation and 
reflecling long·wave radialion. The principle of sudl a solar 
energy collection and conversion system is illustrated in 
Fig. 9. The solar radiation is focussed by Fresnel lenses and 
poues through a window inlo on evacuated lube with are· 
fleding inner surface. Inside Ihis evacuated tube is a second 
tube with a selective outer surface. The thermal power gen· 
erated in Ihis lube at a temperoture of aboul 500 °C is reo 
moved by a flow of liquid sodium. 

It may be slaled in summary, Ihat solar energy is a gigantic 
source of energy. For ils practical exploilation on on indus
trial scale, however, the following problems must slill be 
solved : 
- A practical and economic concept must be developed for 

compensating the seasonal and diurnal variations of Ihe 
intensity of solar radiation. in order to sOlisfy power grid 
requirements. 

- The efficiency fador of solar cells must be increased in 
order to reduce Ih. collecting surface areas. 

- The capitol cosh must be reduced. because Ihey will be 
decisive for whelher a solar power plant is ever built. 

1 D. Prospects 
It must be stressed that the osseument of Ihe exploilolion 
possibilities of Ihe energy resources discuued in Ihis paper 
requires further studies. Wilh this proviso. Ihe situation can 
be provisionally summarised as follows : 

The total potential of known geothermal steam sources is 
only 64 GW. Geothermal energy could therefore only make 
a significant contribution to covering the worldwide power 
needs if we succeed in exploiting dry geothermal reservoirs. 
The development of the necenary technology, particularly of 
deep drilling will certainly require I;onsiderable efforts. 
Exploitation of tidal energy is limited to a few geographically 
favourable locations. The power generation potential at 
Ihese locations is only about 64 GW. An important drawback 
of tidal power is discontinuous power generation. 

Lorge scale exploitation of wind, wove and glacier energy. 
and of ocean heat, requires solution of a number of techno
logical problems. The economic feasibility of the e)(ploitation 
of these energy resources cannot be auessed until lOme at 
least of Ihese solutions are known. 
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All Ihe energy resources discussed above, except wind 
energy. are locot ion·bound. Their exploitalion would there· 
fore entail transporting power 10 consumer areas. often over 
thousands of kilometres. 

The environmental effects of exploitation of these energy 
resources are to some extent of a qualitatively different 
nolure from those of operation of fossil·fuel·fired and of 
nuclear power plants. The scanty knowledge in this area 
often resulli in these eRech being underestimated. In any 
case. however. it would be deliberately mislead ing to postu
late that any form of power generation is possible without 
some detrimental effects on the environment. 

It may be stated in conclusion Ihol. owing 10 Iheir small 
polentiol or to the as yet insufficiently advanced tedlno
log ical development. none of the energy resources discuued 
in this paper can make a significant contribution to the solu 
tion of middle· term energy supply problems. i.e., 10 a rapid 
replacement of mineral oil and natural gas. 
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